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Four years ago we celebrated 50 years since the Nobel Prize was awarded to the 
scientist Frits Zernike for the phase contrast. With his discovery, invention of the Phase 
Contrast Microscope, and his collaboration with Carl Zeiss to build the first such a 
microscope in the world science, Frits Zernike give us the possibility to observe the living 
cells and to study in another way the life. Practically, Frits Zernike allowed the cell biologists 
to study the third dimension of cells and to capture all the spatial data concerning the 
specimen. During the time, the studies required an observation by “computing” the three-
dimensional reality. Today, digital cameras and very sophisticated image acquisition software 
can combine two-dimensional images to obtain three-dimensional images of the studied cells. 
In the last few years, the use of laser scanning microscopy and fluorescent proteins (GFP and 
other homologue ones) give another opportunity to study the cellular dynamics in a forth 
dimension. In such a study, the data can be acquired by capturing different emission 
wavelengths of the fluorescent markers by selectively marking or fusing components of cells 
or tissues with various fluorescent dyes. In case of Zeiss microscopes and software, the 
system is capable to capture and viewed the information for many times. The information can 
be also recorded to study cell behaviour or dynamic processes inside the cells such as protein 
movement, growing and division of cells. But to confirm any findings in research domain, it 
must to study more cells, so we can speak about the sixth dimension, named location, which 
permits to be observed in parallel many individual cells or cell locations in tissues. For such 
studies we need an advanced technology for optical microscopy, a high-speed digital camera, 
software to interpret and record the data from sequential observations in all three-dimensions, 
in different locations and in experiments that can span few days. For all this investigations we 
must keep the cells alive. Cell Observer is a modular, ready-to-use system, able to satisfy the 
requirements for different applications of live cell imaging. Cell Observer is based on 
Axiovert 200 inverted microscope with AxioCam HRc or MRc5 digital cameras (over 12 
Megapixels) and AxioVision software. To complete the system may be used some peripherals 
capable to work together to provide optimal biophysical conditions under the lens, including 
heatable mounting frames, inserts, stages, plates and temperature control units, incubators, O2 
and CO2 controllers, humidifiers and cell cultivation systems. 
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